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Weight loss and becoming healthier doesn't have to be hard. It's just that you've likely been told
the wrong ways to lose weight your whole life. You don't have to be hungry all the time or eat
salad for every meal to lose weight.Sometimes a low carb diet isn't enough to take off the
pounds and feel great. The weight creeps back on and you're again a slave to food. Break the
chains and kick your weight problem to the curb with the Keto Diet. Keto is a new version of a
low carb diet that helps you feel great and have less cravings while doing it. Plus, you get to eat
delicious foods that keep you full and help your brain run perfectly!Are you…- not losing enough
weight on a low carb or a Paleo / Primal diet?- hungry even if you've just eaten a good meal two
hours ago?Do you…- have metabolic issues such as diabetes, PCOS, insulin resistance, thyroid
problems or adrenal fatigue?- feel sluggish after consuming carbs?- feel tired and/or hungry
when you exercise?- Are you ready to make progress losing weight, and have abundant energy
and a clear mind when doing so?Then “Keto” (a ketogenic diet) may be right for you!Kick the
Weight with Keto explains:- what a keto diet is, and how it differs from a regular low carb diet-
how to lose weight steadily with real food- how to exercise without feeling tired- what to eat to get
into ketosis, and how to STAY in ketosis- how to measure your ketosis levels accurately so that
you know you're on the right track- how to cook, plan meals and shop for your new keto
lifestyleHow to Cook KetoIncluded in the ebook are TWO full weeks of menus of breakfast,
lunch, dinner AND a snack option for each day. Also, each meal has a recipe included in the
book! There are over 50 recipes included in Kick the Weight with Keto!Free Gift with Purchase!
With your purchase of Kick the Weight With Keto you can get a copy of the Keto Resource Guide
FREE! This guide is worth $5.99 but I'm giving it to you for FREE so that you have the links to
products, blogs, social media groups, supplements and supplies needed to start your ketogenic
lifestyle.Start your Keto journey today!



DISCLAIMER AND COPYRIGHT All information provided within this eBook is for informational
purposes only, and is not to be construed as medical advice or instruction. Please consult your
physician or a qualified health professional on any matters regarding your health and well-being
or on any opinions expressed within this eBook. The information provided in this eBook is
believed to be accurate based on the best judgment of the author. However, you as the reader
must be responsible for consulting with your own health professional on matters raised within. I,
the author of Kick the Weight with Keto, will not accept ANY responsibility for the actions or
consequential results of any action taken by any reader. Some of the suggestions discussed in
Kick the Weight with Keto may be contraindicated with pregnancy, so speak with your health
professional if you are pregnant. Since every person is unique, I cannot guarantee any specific
result with this book. Everybody reacts differently to nutritional and supplemental changes in
their life because of health history, dietary history, genetic predispositions, and emotional
factors. The goal of this book is to encourage you to become knowledgeable about your well-
being and bring your health to the optimum level that is unique to you. No part of this publication
shall be reproduced, transmitted, or sold in whole or in part in any form, without the prior written
consent of the author. All trademarks and registered trademarks appearing in this guide are the
property of their respective owners. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food &
Drug Administration. Any products discussed are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or
prevent any disease. Users of this guide are advised to do their own due diligence when it
comes to making decisions and all information, products and services that have been provided
should be independently verified by your own qualified health professionals. Please be mindful
of copyright. Kick the Weight with Keto is intellectual property that is protected by copyright law.
It may not be republished or distributed, either for financial gain or not, without written
permission of the author, Kim Karns..Copyright Kim Karns, 2017. All Rights
Reserved. INTRODUCTION Hi. My name is Kim, I live in the Portland, Oregon area and I’m a
blogger on two different blogs, , and . I’ve been blogging since 2009. I’m a wife and a mom; I’m
also overweight--but not as overweight as I used to be with the help of this method! I have lost
over 60 pounds by going against all of the advice that I've ever received about losing weight in
my lifetime. I’ve been overweight since my mid to late teens, and I became morbidly obese in my
20’s. I’m talking 400 pounds here on my 5’ 4” frame. In 2001, I had weight loss surgery (WLS),
and this procedure saved me and doomed me simultaneously. I lost about 200 pounds over two
years. However, I later on started to have some health problems as a direct result of the
malnutrition of the surgery, including severe anemia, almost non-existent vitamin D and
osteopenia. I started needing iron infusions since supplements never worked for me. I also never
got down to my ‘goal’ weight with the WLS. Even with all of the health problems that
accompanied my WLS, I don’t exactly regret it because it indirectly resulted in me learning a
healthier way to live and eat, and made me who I am today. Still, if I’d known about these things
prior to surgery, I wouldn’t have needed it in the first place! I do not recommend weight loss
surgery to others although I do understand it’s a very personal decision. Real Food Saved my



Life!In 2006, I sought out the after researching the health and nutrition issues that had originated
with my WLS. I read the cookbook/nutritional primer for the first time, which was one of the major
turning points in my life! As I started to embrace a healthier eating style, my blood test results
started improving. I went cold turkey on soda and artificial sweeteners and started fermenting
vegetables. I was healthier, but I was slowly gaining back some weight upon reaching my low of
205 pounds. At my 'low' weight I was actually super unhealthy and bad numerous issues
including joint pain, wild swings in blood sugar and mood swings. By 2012, I had shot back up to
260 pounds and was starting to feel that I’d never be at a normal weight. I tried paleo/primal
eating during this time and had some success. However, I never reached the mental clarity and
high energy level that everyone else talked about while on Paleo. I also discovered by going
Paleo that I was highly sensitive to almost all grains (but mostly wheat). This was me in 2010
prior to my Keto journey (about 260 pounds), and me in 2013 (220 pounds), and then down
another 20 pounds in late 2017: In late spring of 2012, I read a blog post about nutritional
ketosis. It really clicked with me, as it targeted the other symptoms I was having. What if I treated
my addiction to carbs and growing waistline more like a disorder/disease and prescribed myself
a low-carb ketogenic diet, just like someone with epilepsy would? This was mind-boggling to me.
I started to think that my weight issues could be related to my particular brain chemistry, not just
lack of willpower or laziness as society would have me think. Could my brain combined with my
wild blood sugar swings be causing me to overeat? Was the key to good health for me to even
out the blood sugar and calm my brain’s inflammation? I had never been diagnosed with high
blood sugar by a doctor, but reading the posts I knew that I had the symptoms of wild swings.
Just reading these posts and seeing the results that Jimmy had was very freeing for me... it
made me look at my weight gain differently and take it less personally, for the first time in my
life! I started the “nutritional ketosis” method, sprinkling in a few things that I had learned along
the way from Paleo/Primal, Eat Fat Lose Fat by Sally Fallon and Mary Enig, Nourishing
Traditions, and Keto. I started to realize that this wasn’t really a ‘diet’ for me; it was a lifestyle, a
“way of eating” (WOE), something that I should--no--that I could maintain over years. There were
times when I strayed from the exact best way of eating, but I was always able to get back on
track and continue losing weight. When I got off track, I noticed that I would immediately gain a
couple pounds since eating carbs will make you retain a bit of water--but despite the initial
weight gain, I would maintain my previous weight loss, so long as I didn’t go wild. This fact
literally blew my mind. How was it possible that I wasn’t gaining weight while not eating
perfectly? I had not once in my life had an experience of weight maintenance; I had always been
a roller coaster dieter. Progress - 60 pounds lost: I’ve lost 60 pounds (and counting), and am still
on my journey to become a ‘normal’ size, which for me will be in the 160-180 pound range. I
didn’t want to wait until I’m “perfect” to share this method, since I am for the first time in my life
having success! That’s over 40 years of diet failures, folks, while this last year has been filled
with nothing but successes. Before this, I had lost hope and was to the point where I thought I
was meant to be obese and brain-befuddled for the rest of my life. NOT ANYMORE.But Will This



Work for ME? In one word, yes!
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prior to surgery, I wouldn’t have needed it in the first place! I do not recommend weight loss
surgery to others although I do understand it’s a very personal decision. Real Food Saved my
Life!In 2006, I sought out the after researching the health and nutrition issues that had originated
with my WLS. I read the cookbook/nutritional primer for the first time, which was one of the major
turning points in my life! As I started to embrace a healthier eating style, my blood test results
started improving. I went cold turkey on soda and artificial sweeteners and started fermenting
vegetables. I was healthier, but I was slowly gaining back some weight upon reaching my low of
205 pounds. At my 'low' weight I was actually super unhealthy and bad numerous issues
including joint pain, wild swings in blood sugar and mood swings. By 2012, I had shot back up to
260 pounds and was starting to feel that I’d never be at a normal weight. I tried paleo/primal
eating during this time and had some success. However, I never reached the mental clarity and
high energy level that everyone else talked about while on Paleo. I also discovered by going
Paleo that I was highly sensitive to almost all grains (but mostly wheat). This was me in 2010
prior to my Keto journey (about 260 pounds), and me in 2013 (220 pounds), and then down
another 20 pounds in late 2017: In late spring of 2012, I read a blog post about nutritional
ketosis. It really clicked with me, as it targeted the other symptoms I was having. What if I treated
my addiction to carbs and growing waistline more like a disorder/disease and prescribed myself
a low-carb ketogenic diet, just like someone with epilepsy would? This was mind-boggling to me.
I started to think that my weight issues could be related to my particular brain chemistry, not just
lack of willpower or laziness as society would have me think. Could my brain combined with my
wild blood sugar swings be causing me to overeat? Was the key to good health for me to even
out the blood sugar and calm my brain’s inflammation? I had never been diagnosed with high
blood sugar by a doctor, but reading the posts I knew that I had the symptoms of wild swings.
Just reading these posts and seeing the results that Jimmy had was very freeing for me... it
made me look at my weight gain differently and take it less personally, for the first time in my
life! I started the “nutritional ketosis” method, sprinkling in a few things that I had learned along
the way from Paleo/Primal, Eat Fat Lose Fat by Sally Fallon and Mary Enig, Nourishing
Traditions, and Keto. I started to realize that this wasn’t really a ‘diet’ for me; it was a lifestyle, a
“way of eating” (WOE), something that I should--no--that I could maintain over years. There were
times when I strayed from the exact best way of eating, but I was always able to get back on
track and continue losing weight. When I got off track, I noticed that I would immediately gain a
couple pounds since eating carbs will make you retain a bit of water--but despite the initial
weight gain, I would maintain my previous weight loss, so long as I didn’t go wild. This fact
literally blew my mind. How was it possible that I wasn’t gaining weight while not eating
perfectly? I had not once in my life had an experience of weight maintenance; I had always been
a roller coaster dieter. Progress - 60 pounds lost: I’ve lost 60 pounds (and counting), and am still
on my journey to become a ‘normal’ size, which for me will be in the 160-180 pound range. I
didn’t want to wait until I’m “perfect” to share this method, since I am for the first time in my life
having success! That’s over 40 years of diet failures, folks, while this last year has been filled



with nothing but successes. Before this, I had lost hope and was to the point where I thought I
was meant to be obese and brain-befuddled for the rest of my life. NOT ANYMORE.But Will This
Work for ME? In one word, yes! One thing I’ve learned going through this is that everyone is
completely different, and that different genetics require different nutrition. So I do not claim to
have all of the answers about how people can lose weight. If you’ve had metabolic issues like me
(thyroid, adrenal fatigue, PCOS) or blood sugar issues (diabetes, insulin resistance), this
method may work for you better than for those who are not carbohydrate-sensitive. However, it
depends on your goals, as ketosis can be used safely even for those that don’t need to lose
weight but want to be more lean and have more mental clarity. Nutritional ketosis has worked for
many different types of people, but only you can answer the question whether it’s right for you
personally. If you start, it’s important to give it a chance. This way-of-eating does have some
instant results since most people will have a lot of water loss in the first two weeks, but getting
into ketosis takes time. I advise that you give “Keto” as it’s nicknamed a try for at least two
months (ideally 90 days) without straying from the diet to see if it’s right for you. This is enough
time to get into deep ketosis (keto-adapted) and understand how your body reacts to
carbohydrates. If you’re still not sure if this is something that you want to try, please start by
taking the quiz in my . If you answer ‘yes’ to 5 or more questions, then this way-of-eating may
work for you. Please note I am NOT a health professional (see disclaimer on page 2); I am
simply sharing what has worked for me by trial and error. You may want to talk to your doctor or
other health professional before starting any new health regime. Phew! Okay, now with that out
of the way, we can get to the good stuff!CHAPTER 1What is Ketosis - a “Keto” Diet? You may
have heard of ketosis back in the 1990’s in reference to the Atkin’s diet. Keto is similar, but the
way you get there will be quite different! Nutritional ketosis (or keto for short) is a high-fat,
moderate / adequate protein, low-carbohydrate diet[1]where your brain is using ketones for fuel
instead of glucose. All humans have this ability since glucose runs out within 24 hours if there’s
no food available. The brain will then start burning ketones in order to keep you alive. Almost all
of the cells in your body can run on ketones instead of glucose. Fun Fact: Apparently cancer
cells CANNOT run on ketones, so some doctors are looking at keto diets as part of cancer
treatment. Very exciting![2] Ketogenic diets have been used to treat epilepsy in children and
adults for decades[3]. There are people who have been on ketogenic diets for years, sometimes
for life, and evidence shows that their health (even for those without conditions such as epilepsy)
IMPROVES. For two-thirds of people with epilepsy, their seizures improve significantly and for
one-third they stop entirely.[4] Isn’t Ketosis Dangerous? In a word: no, for most people. The only
two possible exceptions are if you have type 1 diabetes, and if you’re pregnant (see disclaimer
on page 2). And recent research (end of 2017) has now implied that even pregnancy and T1D
shouldn’t exclude someone from a keto diet. If you have T1D or are pregnant please discuss the
options with your health care professional. Please don’t confuse nutritional ketosis with
ketoacidosis[5], which is the extreme and uncontrolled version of nutritional ketosis.
Ketoacidosis can be particularly dangerous for type 1 diabetics. When and if you are meeting



with a medical doctor, naturopathic doctor or nutritionist, make sure they understand the
distinction. How Long Does It Take to Get into Ketosis? This varies by individual, but usually it
takes 1-2 days to initially get into ketosis, yet 2-4 weeks initially to get “fully adapted” to ketosis.
Before being fully adapted, you will still likely dip into ketosis during the day periodically, so you
will start feeling the benefits almost immediately. But to be consistently in ketosis all of the time
usually takes 2-4 weeks. This Sounds Great, but What’s the Downside? Good question. The
downside is that depending on what your current diet is, it can be a difficult road for some people
to becoming fully keto-adapted. It takes approximately 2-4 weeks for your body to start burning
ketones 24 hours a day. Until that time, you may experience some symptoms while your brain
switches over to a new form of fuel. This is all very similar to the ‘low-carb flu’ that is talked about
in the low-carb community. Symptoms you may experience with low-carb or ‘keto flu’.●
tiredness, irritability● sleeping too much● headaches, general muscle aches● less
energy, especially when working out● general ‘blah’ feeling● sometimes nausea and/or
tummy ache● constipation or diarrhea● flu-like symptoms I assure you, these symptoms
will pass! After that time your body will be used to running on ketones; your brain will start
humming, food will become ‘fuel’ rather than just a way to satisfy cravings, and your energy will
increase. I now jump out of bed on most days, whereas before I would stay in bed until the last
minute humanly possible! For more information on how to handle the keto-flu, see the Keto
troubleshooting section of this book. Changing Old Habits The other ‘downside’ is that, in order
for ketosis to work, you will have to limit your diet to high-fat, moderate-protein, and low-
carbohydrate food choices. This can be difficult for many to tolerate long-term if they don’t learn
new shopping/cooking skills and new recipes. I was one of those people, until I realized how
many results I was getting, both scale and non-scale victories. After that, giving up traditional
bread and pasta didn’t seem so bad! In this book, I will teach you how to transition over to a Keto
diet so that it’s much more effortless than it was for me! I will also provide you with many of the
basic recipes that helped me through cravings and meal times. You Can Do This! The moral of
this story is that YOU CAN DO THIS! All you have to do is start. Think about how much better
you will feel, and imagine yourself 24-48 hours into the future, ALREADY feeling better, having
less pain, thinking clearly. Keto is worth it! CHAPTER 2Keto Guidelines I will now share the
guidelines that I personally follow. Please note that you may have to adjust or add to these
guidelines based on your individual preferences, genetics, and/or personal health situation. The
best alternative is to work on the details of your own plan with either a Naturopathic Doctor (ND),
physician or other health care professional. #1: Eat 30 or Under Grams of Carbs Daily (Under 20
to Start if You Can Manage It) 
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are people who have been on ketogenic diets for years, sometimes for life, and evidence shows
that their health (even for those without conditions such as epilepsy) IMPROVES. For two-thirds
of people with epilepsy, their seizures improve significantly and for one-third they stop entirely.



[4] Isn’t Ketosis Dangerous? In a word: no, for most people. The only two possible exceptions
are if you have type 1 diabetes, and if you’re pregnant (see disclaimer on page 2). And recent
research (end of 2017) has now implied that even pregnancy and T1D shouldn’t exclude
someone from a keto diet. If you have T1D or are pregnant please discuss the options with your
health care professional. Please don’t confuse nutritional ketosis with ketoacidosis[5], which is
the extreme and uncontrolled version of nutritional ketosis. Ketoacidosis can be particularly
dangerous for type 1 diabetics. When and if you are meeting with a medical doctor, naturopathic
doctor or nutritionist, make sure they understand the distinction. How Long Does It Take to Get
into Ketosis? This varies by individual, but usually it takes 1-2 days to initially get into ketosis, yet
2-4 weeks initially to get “fully adapted” to ketosis. Before being fully adapted, you will still likely
dip into ketosis during the day periodically, so you will start feeling the benefits almost
immediately. But to be consistently in ketosis all of the time usually takes 2-4 weeks. This
Sounds Great, but What’s the Downside? Good question. The downside is that depending on
what your current diet is, it can be a difficult road for some people to becoming fully keto-
adapted. It takes approximately 2-4 weeks for your body to start burning ketones 24 hours a day.
Until that time, you may experience some symptoms while your brain switches over to a new
form of fuel. This is all very similar to the ‘low-carb flu’ that is talked about in the low-carb
community. Symptoms you may experience with low-carb or ‘keto flu’.● tiredness,
irritability● sleeping too much● headaches, general muscle aches● less energy,
especially when working out● general ‘blah’ feeling● sometimes nausea and/or tummy
ache● constipation or diarrhea● flu-like symptoms I assure you, these symptoms will pass!
After that time your body will be used to running on ketones; your brain will start humming, food
will become ‘fuel’ rather than just a way to satisfy cravings, and your energy will increase. I now
jump out of bed on most days, whereas before I would stay in bed until the last minute humanly
possible! For more information on how to handle the keto-flu, see the Keto troubleshooting
section of this book. Changing Old Habits The other ‘downside’ is that, in order for ketosis to
work, you will have to limit your diet to high-fat, moderate-protein, and low-carbohydrate food
choices. This can be difficult for many to tolerate long-term if they don’t learn new shopping/
cooking skills and new recipes. I was one of those people, until I realized how many results I was
getting, both scale and non-scale victories. After that, giving up traditional bread and pasta didn’t
seem so bad! In this book, I will teach you how to transition over to a Keto diet so that it’s much
more effortless than it was for me! I will also provide you with many of the basic recipes that
helped me through cravings and meal times. You Can Do This! The moral of this story is that
YOU CAN DO THIS! All you have to do is start. Think about how much better you will feel, and
imagine yourself 24-48 hours into the future, ALREADY feeling better, having less pain, thinking
clearly. Keto is worth it! CHAPTER 2Keto Guidelines I will now share the guidelines that I
personally follow. Please note that you may have to adjust or add to these guidelines based on
your individual preferences, genetics, and/or personal health situation. The best alternative is to
work on the details of your own plan with either a Naturopathic Doctor (ND), physician or other



health care professional. #1: Eat 30 or Under Grams of Carbs Daily (Under 20 to Start if You Can
Manage It) The level of carbs to remain in ketosis is different for everyone, so 20-30 grams is a
good rule of thumb to start out with. Over time, you can add a little to see what happens in your
own body. Some people can eat 50 grams and remain in ketosis, some much lower. You’ll want
to remove most of the carbs from your diet to start except for non-starchy ones (for example:
broccoli, cauliflower, mushrooms, lettuce, greens) so that you’re 30g of carbs or under every day.
This is a high-fat, MODERATE protein, low-carb way-of-eating with no grains. Instead, you’ll be
eating lots of good stuff like meat, full fat dairy if you tolerate it (such as heavy cream), coconut
products, fatty fish, eggs, bacon, cheese, butter, nuts and even some berries and good dark
chocolate. ● Net carbs = Carbohydrates minus grams of fiber. For example, a half of
avocado has about 6g of carbs, but only 1 net carb since there are 5g of fiber.● If you live
outside the United States, many food labels already have the carb count adjusted to net
carbs. #2: DO NOT Eat Anything Labeled ‘Low Fat’ Just remember that Low Fat = High(er)
Carbs = More Fat on your Body Avoiding low fat foods is crucial on the keto diet. This includes
processed foods such as lunchmeat and all dairy products (if you tolerate dairy), plus almond/
coconut milk drinks from the grocery store! They have to replace the fat with something, and it’s
usually carbs and chemicals and unnatural thickeners (which add carbs). You will want to be on
the lookout for anything labeled low fat, and if you have no choice to eat it, then add fat to it
(adding butter to lean chicken breast, for instance). But ideally, do not consume anything low fat
as it will add carbs unnecessarily and could cause you to be knocked out of ketosis. You will
most likely get much opposition from friends, family and even strangers. Just wait for the first
time that you say to your partner out loud in the store “just pick the yogurt with the most fat
grams per cup”. The dirty looks are actually pretty funny. And believe me, you’ll have to sort
through 90% of the dairy section to get to the little gems of dairy fatness that are hidden there.
Don’t forget to check the sell by date on these products... since us fat-embracers are still in the
minority, sometimes the products can sit awhile on the shelf. Strategies To Avoid Low Fat Foods
(and therefore reducing carbs):● If you drink coffee or tea, add heavy cream instead of half &
half or whole milk.● Purchase the highest fat coconut milk you can find that also has natural
ingredients.● Always read the labels on cheese to ensure that whole milk or cream was used.
Pre-shredded cheeses are usually low to medium fat. Better to buy a block of cheese and grate
your own.● For yogurt, the best choice is usually greek yogurt made with whole milk, or
simply plain whole milk yogurt with your own stevia sweetener added. I included a recipe for
high-fat yogurt in this book that you can make yourself, that is better than any product at the
store!● Ensure your sour cream is whole fat and also ‘real’ cultured sour cream with live active
cultures. Most sour cream at grocery stores have no live cultures and are thickened with food
additives.● Do not be afraid of fatty cuts of meat! Alternatively, beware of boneless chicken
breasts. If you eat low fat chicken & fish, be sure to add at least a little bit of fat. I love adding
Kerrygold (grass-fed) butter to fish, and I do a chicken breast stuffed with cream cheese,
parmesan cheese and basil (recipe later in this book).● Lunchmeat is really great when you



can get it at a butcher shop. The butchers that make their own ‘loafs’ and slice them for
lunchmeat aren’t as concerned about making low fat products. And they’ll slice it up for you for
free! (side note – be very careful of added sugar to lunchmeat and hot dogs and other
processed meats). #3: Calories: To Count or Not to Count? First, Use the Keto Calculator If you
are a beginner, for the next month, don’t worry about calories (refreshing, isn’t it?). Just eat
20-30g or less of carbs and eat protein/fat/vegetables to satiety the best that you can. However,
at some point you will want to hone in on the macro levels a little more. But to start out, this isn’t
always necessary. Sometimes simpler is better! The Keto Calculator The free was created by a
very generous reddit user that is also a web developer. I use this calculator to give me a
guideline on how to eat; I don’t necessarily track to the calorie every day. To me there are two
important points to get from the keto calculator: 1. Grams of protein to eat per day. Whenever
I’ve done any type of low carb diet before, it was always a protein free-for-all. Have a little craving
in the evening? Eat a sausage, it’s carb-free! Keto is not like that; in fact, it’s a moderate protein
diet. Eating too much protein could be hard on your kidneys and liver and will impede your
progress. Also, your body can treat excess protein in a similar way that it treats carbohydrates,
and it will actually raise your blood sugar! 2. Percentage of fat to eat. The keto calculator will
give you a good % of fat that you should aim for to be in ketosis. I’ve found this to be very
accurate for me! 3. If you focus your attention on these two numbers, calories will fall into
place naturally. You may eat a little more or less than the calculator says, but as long as your fat
and protein are in line, you are setup to be in ketosis. For example, for my age, weight and
activity level, my macro targets come out like this:Based on the numbers I’ve chosen, I should
aim for 70% of my macro calories to fat and 100 grams maximum of protein per day (140 if I was
really active). See what I mean--that this is a high fat, but MODERATE protein, low carb diet? It’s
much too easy to overeat on protein. Excess protein can cause all sorts of problems too. With
the above numbers, I should lose weight since I would be operating at a 15% deficit for my
size. DON’T FORGET: Keep re-running the at least once/month while you are losing weight. As
you lose weight, your fat and protein needs will change. “Calories In, Calories Out” TheoryThis
section may seem to go against the keto calculator above, but bear with me. Calorie counting is
something that reminds me of the early 80’s weight loss meetings in church basements and
Jane Fonda videos (can you tell I’m a child of the 80’s?). I seriously rebel against any form of
calorie counting. For me, it was hard to get over this and to accept that it DOES matter (to a
point) how much food I’m consuming in one day, no matter if it’s all ‘real’ food or even all low carb
food. Excess food on Paleo Keto won’t always make you gain weight, but it DEFINITELY will slow
or stop your progress, as well as possibly kick you out of ketosis. The tricky thing is, everyone
has different needs for energy. Even the same person will have different needs in a month after
they lose 5-10 pounds. The little mantra everyone has been pounding over your head your whole
life about “Calories In, Calories Out”, and my personal favorite: “Eat Less, Exercise More” is
VERY oversimplified and has caused more harm than good. The truth is, calories do matter--but
only to a point. What matters more is what types of foods those calories come from; 200 calories



of coconut oil is NOT treated the same way in the body as 200 calories of a Snickers Bar. Since
the calories thing is so individual and even depends on the specific hormones (leptin and ghrelin
among others) that your body is generating, I use calories as a guideline, but not as a strict rule.
The most important thing is to listen to your body. Are you hungry? I mean TRULY hungry, not
just bored? Then eat something! I don’t ever ignore actual hunger unless I’m within two hours
away from going to sleep at night; in that case, I may just go to bed. A little hunger isn’t going to
kill us (it almost feels like it to me though!), but during the day, you do want to give your body
what it needs to function OPTIMALLY. You have a ton of things to do, right? You need the energy
for that. So Do I Count Calories, or What? Consider Tracking, At Least for Awhile The short
answer: it’s up to you. I do count calories, but not every day. I use MyFitnessPal’s site to log my
food occasionally to make sure I’m hitting my targets from the information in the keto calculator. If
you want to track your carbs, I recommend the app because it’s free and pretty high-quality. I
love it because it can be used on all of my devices and computer (they all sync together), and I
can update no matter where I am. Warning: Be careful – some of the nutritional info isn’t correct
since some of it was submitted by users. Be sure and pick entries that have been confirmed by a
lot of users. As you get better at eating a ketogenic diet, you won’t need to track as often.
Additionally, when I’m tracking and at home, I weigh my food. This is less about restriction and
more about gaining a better understanding over time about what 4-6 ounces of meat looks like,
or ½ cup of vegetables when they’re sitting on a plate. This skill will help you greatly when you’re
eating out of your own kitchen. Don’t Stress Over Tracking Every Calorie if It Makes You
Crazy! Originally, I was super averse to tracking my food due to all of the diet mantra crap that I’d
been through since I was about eleven years old. It really triggered a lot of feelings and I felt
rebellious about it. In the end, I just had to look at tracking as a tool to see how much I was
eating, and took the emotion out of it. I told myself that I didn’t always have to track my food, but
to do so to increase my knowledge on how much I’m really eating. Tip: If tracking your food
makes you crazy or hyper-focused on food, don’t do it! Food stress is NOT good and will impede
your efforts. Try tracking ONLY carbs, or simply not tracking at all. Eating foods on the “okay” list
to satiety may work better for you.



Machelle Chandler, “This book has SO many resources and is easy to read. I really LOVED this
book. I started a Keto diet last month just by researching on many different web sites. This book
has everything I need in one place, and her web site also has a lot more recipes and info. The
book is written in plain English and is not “sciencey” at all. I appreciated that because I need a
‘how to’ manual not the science, which I had already researched. I tried a few recipes, and they
all worked well and were delicious. My favorite was the 2 ingredient chocolate mousse, yum. And
the pizza got me through some hard days of cravings. I’ve lost some weight too and most
importantly I’m feeling much better so I’m really glad I read this book. I highly recommend this
book!”

The book by Kim Karns has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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